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Over a billion square meters construction floor areas are going to be built in the coming decade in China and 

high-rise urban development is the norm. It is arguable that high-rise compact cities can optimize material and 

energy consumption and be known as sustainable cities but regardless of liveability. The higher we live from the 

ground level, the more disconnected we feel from the natural world and even from each other within a 

community. The demand for a peaceful and natural environment in the urban areas has increased; people 

desire such green environments where they can stay, chat, and otherwise interact with their family, friends and 

neighbours. We need green in our everyday urban life.  

 

Sky gardens are semi-covered or covered communal green spaces at intermediate levels of high-rises, 

increasing green coverage apart from gardens at grade and roofs. Can sky garden be an option of bridging 

nature with urban living? 

 

This paper presents new typology of sky gardens driving design of residential high-rises and contributing to 

healthy and sustainable urban living quality. Latest sky gardens built in Hong Kong and Singapore are reviewed 

and highlighted with their environmental and social performances in various urban situations.  

 

Sky gardens with high headroom at low levels between 20m and 60m improve urban ventilation in particular 

beneficial to the street pedestrian environment. Green sky networks may be developed in a district level with 

visual or even physical connections among sky gardens at low levels of new developments and roof gardens of 

existing low-rise buildings. It forms urban ventilation corridors or another layer of streetscapes with vivid 

greenery. 

 

Sky gardens at mid and high levels with provision of leisure and social amenities, such as children playground, 

elderly exercises area, gym and jogging tracks, act as naturally ventilated sky clubhouses for residence. 

Spaciousness is demanded. Safety and windy condition shall be deliberately considered in design such as 

planting strips with trees or scrubs along periphery of sky gardens which are served as wind breaker to 

ameliorate microclimate and outdoor thermal conditions and provide setback of looking from sky levels to 

alleviate the fear of heights especially for children and the elderly. Concept of community garden can be 

adopted to strengthen neighbourhood and enhance sense of belonging by engagement and involvement.  

 

Sky gardens are also scattered at multi-levels seamlessly integrated with circulations and elevator lobbies to 

residential units with profound greenery. These doorstep gardens facilitate an impromptus extension of living 

rooms of residence, breathing spaces for refreshing and intimate touch with greenery in daily life. More causal 

or incidental interactions among neighbours are stimulated in these pocketed green spaces. Diversity and 

vibrancy of vegetation structure and colourful flowering vegetation are preferred. Portions of planting areas can 

be assigned to individuals and encourage them to plant their own vegetation.   
. 


